Fusion produced alpha particles confined in a DT plasma can be measured through the charge exchange neutralization by injecting an energetic He 0 beam [1] [2] [3] . The beam penetration length in the ITER-size fusion plasma and charge exchange cross section between a beam particle and an alpha particle in MeV region demand the beam energy higher than several hundreds keV/nucleon, hence the neutralization from a He Based on these results, the system arrangement in ITER will be looked over, showing the expected signal count rates and the signal to noise ratio. Requirements to the beam transport system and to the accelerator will be discussed.
Fusion produced alpha particles confined in a DT plasma can be measured through the charge exchange neutralization by injecting an energetic He 0 beam [1] [2] [3] . The beam penetration length in the ITER-size fusion plasma and charge exchange cross section between a beam particle and an alpha particle in MeV region demand the beam energy higher than several hundreds keV/nucleon, hence the neutralization from a He Recent the development of an ampere-size converging He + ion source [5] , the development of a long-life charge exchange cell, and the success of the proof of principle experiment of ground-state He 0 production by the "free flight method" [6] make the application of an He -beam to the alpha particle measurement more realistic and promising.
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